ETL and Data Warehousing
that Makes a Difference to Your Business
TX2014 provides powerful extract, transform and load capabilities, strong data warehousing, and rich
functionality. This release offers new features as well as improvements and enhancements of existing
features.

SMOOTH INTEGRATION WITH SALESFORCE.COM® ADAPTER
You can now extract data from Salesforce.com quickly and with ease.
You can analyze your organization’s sales and CRM data and combine
those data with data from other production systems, so that you get
a 360-degree view of your business.
CUBE PERSPECTIVES – WHAT YOU SEE IS WHAT YOU NEED
While some cubes are limited in scope, others are very complex and
contain multiple measures and dimensions. For a business user, it can
be a frustrating experience to navigate the measures and dimensions
of a complex cube when trying to locate the data that is relevant for
their reporting requirements. That’s why TX2014 supports the use of
perspectives on cubes. Perspectives allow you to create views that
contain only a subset of the data in the cube. So if a user only needs
sales forecasting data, then that’s what he or she sees. The cube
appears less complex, the user’s task becomes more straightforward,
and valuable time is saved.

EASY SYNCHRONIZATION OF DATA TYPES
When the data types in your system don’t match the data types of
your data source, it’s a frustrating situation. It’s time-consuming
and tedious work to get it right. TX2014 changes that. Simply use
the Synchronize Data Types feature to verify that a data type in a
data warehouse table matches the data type of the data source.
Whenever differences are found, the system suggests the most appropriate data type.
ENHANCED SQL SERVER® ANALYSIS SERVICES FEATURE
SUPPORT
As in previous releases, TX2014 utilizes and enhances the features
of Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services (SSAS). This release comes
with even more support for SSAS features. You’ll now find it much
easier to work with cube dimensions, actions and measures.

EFFORTLESS IMPORT OF CUSTOM DATA FROM MICROSOFT®
EXCEL®
Excel is often the tool of choice for custom data entry. That’s why
you can now import custom data directly from Excel into TX2014 –
fast and easy. This means, you can take advantage of all the data
entry features in Excel such as AutoComplete, copy and paste, and
formulas. And you save precious time because you don’t have to
enter the data manually in TX2014.
timeXtender® software
timeXtender® is all about simplifying the data warehouse process and minimising the time spent on turning complex data
into valuable information. Our unique, agile software brings you results five times faster than other business intelligence
solutions on the market. In an easily comprehensible design, customised to accommodate the specific requirements in
your company. Around the world, more than 2600 businesses in 60 countries benefit from the expertise and flexibility
built into the timeXtender® software – and we trust you will, too.
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